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Agenda
7:30 – 8:00 AM Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:00 – 8:15 Welcome and Opening Remarks Arun Majumdar

8:15 – 8:35 Workshop Overview and Objectives Jonathan Burbaum

8:35 – 9:25 Behavioral Economics Overview Dan Ariely

9:25 – 9:55 Electric Vehicle Adoption Overview Tom Turrentine

9:55 – 10:25 Alternative Fuels Overview David Greene

10:25 – 10:40 Coffee Break and Report to Breakouts

10:40 – 12:30 PM Morning breakouts: Vehicle and Fuel Tracks (Brainstorming) ALL

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch Presentation: Stanford Behavioral Project &Lessons Learned Carrie Armel

1:00 – 1:10 Solar Energy Evolution and Diffusion Studies (SEEDS): RFI from SunShot Adam Cohen

1:10 – 1:40 Reports from Morning Breakout Sessions ARPA-E

1:40– 1:50 Instructions for Afternoon Breakout Sessions

1:50– 2:05 Coffee Break and Report to Breakouts

2:05– 4:00 Afternoon breakouts: Vehicle and Fuel Tracks (Practical Solutions) ALL

4:00– 4:15 Break, Prepare for Report Back

4:15– 4:45 Report Back from Afternoon Breakout Sessions Select Breakout Leaders

4:45– 5:00 Concluding Remarks Jonathan Burbaum/All



Outline

• Objectives of the Workshop
Th  E  M k t i  P l T t ti• The Energy Market in Personal Transportation

• The Adoption Problem
h l i l S l ti / lkit• Technological Solutions/Toolkit

• Example Project
• ARPA-E’s “Vision”



Objectives of this workshop

To guide ARPA-E as it considers a program in 
Transportation Behavior and New TechnologyTransportation Behavior and New Technology

1. Brainstorm technical + behavioral concepts that could 1. Brainstorm technical  behavioral concepts that could 
transform energy in personal transportation

[Do these concepts fit ARPA-E?][Do these concepts fit ARPA E?]

2. Introduce people of different disciplines and of 
different organizations to seed potential collaborationdifferent organizations to seed potential collaboration

3. Determine areas that are and are not of interest

4. Quantify the potential impact on ARPA-E mission areas



What we are NOT here to do

R d li  h• Recommend policy changes

• Advocate technologies such as E85 or PHEVsg

• Specify a basic research program

• Replace or replicate private sector marketing



Consumer Choice Impacts ARPA-E’s Mission

Enhance the economic and 
energy security of the U S

Consumer choice 

energy security of the U.S

of renewablesReduceReduce
EnergyEnergy--
RelatedRelated

EmissionsEmissions

Consumer choice
of domestic energy

Consumer choice
or else Jevons 

EmissionsEmissions

sources paradox 
ReduceReduce
EnergyEnergy
ImportsImports

Improve Improve 
Energy Energy 

EfficiencyEfficiency

Ensure U.S. technological lead in 
developing and deploying advanced 

energy technologies energy technologies 



Expenditures per US Household
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• Are all considered “essentials” 
► Inelastic demand in the short run
► Volatility affects discretionary spending disproportionately



Adoption of Transportation Technologies

Of the 7-8M flex fuel vehicles in 2009, 
only 500k were regularly fueled with E85  

“Hybrid cars have been on the US 
market for nearly 10 years [y]et  there only 500k were regularly fueled with E85, 

and most of those were fleet vehicles
(2011 Transportation Energy Data Book, 
DOE/EERE)

market for nearly 10 years…[y]et, there 
are fewer than 2 million hybrids in a US 
fleet of approximately 230 million 
vehicles.”
“Confronting Slow Rate of Auto “Confronting Slow Rate of Auto 
Technology Change”, HybridCars.com, 
May 28, 2009.
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The Challenge of Adoption
• Deploying new technologies means users must

adopt new behaviors, adopt new behaviors, 

• Just because a technology is “better” doesn’t 
mean people will actually use it:mean people will actually use it:
► Diet + Exercise = Improved Health
► Education = Better Employment Prospects► Education  Better Employment Prospects
► Energy Efficiency = Direct $$ Savings
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Technology, Behavior, and Adoption

Technology Behavior

Adoption

Allcott, J. Pub. Econ. 95, pp1982-1095 (2011).



Adoption in Energy Takes Longer
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…But it Doesn’t Have to!
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Attributes of rapid adoption  

1. Relative Advantage Is it significantly better than what I have now?
2. Compatibility Does it work with the other stuff I have?
33. Simplicity How long will it take me to learn how to use it?
4. Observability Can other people see me use it?
5. Trialability Can I try it before I buy it?y y y

Adapted from Rogers, “Diffusion of Innovations”



Attributes of rapid adoption  

Enabled by Technology?
Behavioral 

Component
Advantage Yes Minor
Compatibility ~1/[“advanced”] Minor
Simplicity Yes (fuel); No (vehicle) Major
Observability Yes (vehicle); No (fuel) Major
Trialability TBD Major



Psychology in technology adoption
What am 
I getting 

i t ?
Uncertainty / 
A h i

I’m not so 

into? I’m getting the 
hang of this

Apprehension

sure about 
that How did I live 

without this?

“If you look at the history of technology, there is a threshold 
where one day, you had to have something. You had to 
have a fax machine. Remember that day? It was 1981 or 
something. You had to have a fax machine on that day. The 
day before, you didn’t need it. And there came a day, I day before, you didn t need it. And there came a day, I 
think it was last year, when you had to have an e-mail 
address.” George F. Colony, Forrester Research, 1995



…and of course



Technology, necessary but not sufficient

Adoption is a significant barrier, because people:
A id th  k• Avoid the unknown

• Form habits
f lt t  i ti ti  ( ti l)  th  th  • Default to instinctive (emotional), rather than 

rational, behavior

…but, it doesn’t have be that way:
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The New Toolkit

• Mobile Communications
• Low cost electronics• Low cost electronics
• E-commerce/social networking
• Cashless transactionsCashless transactions
• “The cloud” — low cost storage, flexible processing
• “Big Data” toolsg
• …et cetera



Accelerating Adoption

The key problem in energy for transportation :The key problem in energy for transportation :e ey p ob e   e e gy o  a spo a o  :
•New technologies cannot compete on price alone, 
•We can’t ask consumers to pay more for less!

e ey p ob e   e e gy o  a spo a o  :
•New technologies cannot compete on price alone, 
•We can’t ask consumers to pay more for less!We can t ask consumers to pay more for less!
But!
•Can we offer them something new?

We can t ask consumers to pay more for less!
But!
•Can we offer them something new?•Can we offer them something new?
•What if the conversation were different?
•Can we offer them something new?
•What if the conversation were different?



What if?

The decision right now

Example project 
idea



What if?

The current experience
Example project 

idea



What if?

• Test different interface 
framesframes

• What attributes do people 
respond to?Pickup respond to?

► Support your local farmer
► Buy American

Pickup

► Buy American
► Reduce your CO2 footprint

• Do customers differentiate 

☐Delivery

Do customers differentiate 
based on what they get, or 
who they pay?

Example project 
idea



ARPA-E Impact on Adoption

Internet Fuel Purchases!
Innovation
• Foster non-monetary rewards

► e.g., a friendly competition
• Make fuel purchases observable

R d d l► Reward decals
► Social networking

• Personalize the purchase (beyond one-size-fits-all)• Personalize the purchase (beyond one-size-fits-all)
Then Quantitation
• Scale the project up to a city or region  p<0 05• Scale the project up to a city or region, p<0.05
…without substantial infrastructure changes!

Example project 
idea



Program & projects

Build solution and test behavior 
experiments on small scale

Deploy on the city/regional scale to 
demonstrate broader impact

gr
am Phase 1 Phase 2

Pr
o

Down-select most promising approaches.
How should these be judged?

• Multidisciplinary team • Leverage recent advances such as 
smart phones  social media  etc

oj
ec

ts • Several approaches to 
mitigate risk

• New ways of thinking 

smart phones, social media, etc.

• Innovative strategy for collecting large 
amount of data

Pr
o New ways of thinking 

about the problem • Scalable

• No substantial infrastructure change
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Vision
•FOCUS

► Behavior at the point-of-sale of energy in consumer p gy
transportation: vehicle and fuel choices

•PREMISE
► Use existing infrastructure as much as possible; changes 

should plausibly trail demand

•GOALS
► Reduce barrier to adoption of new energy technologies 

in transportation
► Serve the objectives of all stakeholders: citizens, 

industry, and government
► Advance ARPA-E’s mission areas in transportation


